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DESCRIPTION

ADK Consulting Engineers S.A. is currently acting as the Technical Consultant of Kargwal Constructions 
Pvt Ltd for the implementation of the new Marina at Goa, India. ADK’s broad scope of services is to furnish 
all technical and engineering studies and designs for construction of maritime, civil and E/M infrastructure. 

The location for the envisaged development of the new Goa Marina lies on the northern side of Mormugao 
Bay, which is the estuary connecting the Zuari River with the Arabic Sea. The marina expands on a total area 
of approximately 138.000 m2, half of which is reclaimed land allocated to the development of on‐shore facili‐
ties. It is envisaged to provide shelter and high quality services to 109 boats of the large yachts category (25 
m), being operational throughout the whole year while having a minimum environmental footprint.

The 4.6 hectares marina will be formed by a 360 m long main breakwater and a 240 m long lee breakwater, 
both being rubble mound structures. The marina basin will be dredged to ‐4.0 m (CD) and accessed via a 
50 m wide navigation channel.
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Goa Marina Preliminary Masterplan, as prepared by ADK Consulting Engineers



ADK prepared the marina Preliminary Masterplan, after investigating various alternatives 
regarding the location (site selection), type, size and arrangement of the maritime works 
and the land infrastructure facilities. 

ADK further recommended the additional bathymetric and topographic surveys neces‐
sary for the project implementation and prepared a separate Wave and Tidal Modelling 
Report for the marina, dealing with the following issues:

!" Determination of design offshore wave characteristics,
!" Determination of wave characteristics at project area under normal and extreme 
wave conditions, 
!" Examination of wave agitation along the approach channel, at the marina entrance 
and inside the basin,
!" Tide modelling study for the determination of the tidal current velocities along the 
approach channel and around the marina area.
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Extend and bathymetry of control region

Wave agitation plot 
at the marina area



Based on the above (masterplan and wave & tidal modelling), ADK further proceeded 
with the elaboration of a Sedimentation Desk Assessment Report dealing with:

!" the expected order of magnitude of the sedimentation in the approach channel, the 
basin in front of the marina and inside the marina
!" the expected maintenance dredging efforts to keep the marina operational at feasible 
cost, and how that is going to be optimised
!" the expected impact of the Goa Marina on the adjacent coast
!" the expected scour around the marina jetty piles and around the breakwaters.

ADK provided the Client with necessary preliminary technical information for onward 
submission to any competent entity, for the performance of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Study. 

In the subsequent phases of the project, ADK will be responsible for the finalisation of the 
Goa Marina Masterplan, by elaborating the final engineering designs and studies for the 
following:

!" Maritime works
!" Mooring, berthing equipment
!" Navigation aids
!" Reclamation works
!" Port pavement and marina stormwater drainage system
!" Complete architectural, structural and E/M designs for the marina buildings
!" Solid waste and wastewater reception facilities
!" Internal road network
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Details of flood (left) and ebb (right) currents near the marina


